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D ell’s m arket leadership stem s 
from their direct sales model.

“C ustom er experience is 
what differentiates us 
from others in our 
industry. The evolution 
of our direct sales model 
has paved a very 
efficient way to reach 
our custom ers.”

Michael Dell



Dell has two direct channels: 
their website and their call 

centers.



Dell sales reps had 40 different 
systems available to address 

their customers needs.
“Instead of an integrated
sales tool, what we had
was an order management
tool and several other
stand-alone systems that
w ere used by sales.”

Michael Rosenstein
Director of Consumer E-Business



Dell needed an 
integrated sales 

tool for their sales 
representatives.



The Integrated Dell Desktop 
provides everything sales 

representatives need to help 
customers and sell products.



IDD is a single system, 
designed from the sales 

representative’s 
perspective.

“T he ID D  sm art client 
helps me be more 
productive because it’s 
tailored to the 
way I w ork.”

Anagha Aji
Sales Coach,
Dell Home Systems



IDD is a Smart Client, 
leveraging the power of the 

local machine.
“W ith the pow er and 
flexibility of a smart client, 
our ability to change the 
way we do business and 
interact with customers in 
new ways is vastly 
im proved.”

Gregg Hansen
Senior Manager of 

Application Development 
for Sales and Marketing



IDD is connected to the rest 
of the business by web 

services.
“W ith ID D , w e can seam lessly com bine the 
capabilities of [different] systems in ways 
that just w eren’t possible in the past.”

Gregg Hansen
Senior Manager of Application 
Development for Sales and Marketing



How much impact can a single 
system  have on D ell’s 

business?

“ID D  already is
significantly exceeding
ROI expectations, and
w e’ve barely begun to
explore w hat’s possible.”

Gregg Hansen
Senior Manager of Application 

Development for Sales and Marketing



D ell’s lack of user 
perspective 

in their original design led 
to 

less than optimal results.



The Integrated Dell Desktop 
was designed to empower its 

users.
“T he Integrated D ell 
Desktop provides the 
information and tools that 
sales representatives need 
to better understand 
customer needs in a way 
that is tailored to the sales 
process”

Michael Rosenstein
Director of Consumer E-
Business



By empowering their users, 
Dell

is empowering their business.
“B y helping us better 
understand our customers and 
more efficiently meet their 
needs, the IDD solution is 
helping Dell achieve better 
business results.”
Michael Rosenstein
Director of Consumer E-Business



“T he beauty of ID D  is that [future] 
capabilities are not only possible, 
but should be relatively easy to 

achieve. 

The possibilities are endless.”

Gregg Hansen
Senior Manager of Application 

Development for Sales and Marketing


